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Abstract

This thesis presents the design, implementation, and evaluation of Flow Java,
a programming language for the implementation of concurrent programs. Flow
Java adds powerful programming abstractions for automatic synchronization
of concurrent programs to Java. The abstractions added are single assignment
variables (logic variables) and futures (read-only views of logic variables).

The added abstractions conservatively extend Java with respect to types,
parameter passing, and concurrency. Futures support secure concurrent
abstractions and are essential for seamless integration of single assignment
variables into Java. These abstractions allow for simple and concise
implementation of high-level concurrent programming abstractions.

Flow Java is implemented as a moderate extension to the GNU GCJ/libjava
Java compiler and runtime environment. The extension is not speci c to a
particular implementation, it could easily be incorporated into other Java
implementations.

The thesis presents three implementation strategies for single assignment
variables. One strategy uses forwarding and dereferencing while the two others
are variants of Taylor's scheme. Taylor's scheme represents logic variables as
a circular list. The thesis presents a new adaptation of Taylor's scheme to a
concurrent language using operating system threads.

The Flow Java system is evaluated using standard Java benchmarks.
Evaluation shows that in most cases the overhead incurred by the extensions
is between 10% and 50%. For some pathological cases the runtime increases
by up to 150%. Concurrent programs making use of Flow Java's automatic
synchronization, generally perform as good as corresponding Java programs.
In some cases Flow Java programs outperform Java programs by as much as
33%.
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